Kids Country Summer Camp
means...

KIDS
COUNTRY
SUMMER
CAMP

"Being able to go on
adventures with my friends
every day."
- Max, age 10

"Mud day...the best day of
the year!"
-Wyatt, age 9

"I love the breakfast buffet! The
waffle bar is my favorite!"
-Caroline, age 11

SERIOUS FUN

SIGN UP TODAY!
www.kidscountry.com

MINI CAMPS

BEST. SUMMER.
CAMP. EVER.

ART
Pull out your inner artist as you

BUILDING

follow in the footsteps of
Picasso, Van Gogh, and

Get your tool belt and hard

Goldsworthy. Explore clay, wood

hat ready. Either work alone

This summer is sure to be one to remember.

and wire sculpting as you create

or as a team to build, design,

your own masterpieces. From

and create your dream house!

Children between the ages of 6-12 will enjoy

jewelry making to photography,

GARDENING

your creativity will shine.

weekly field trips, daily mini camps, special

SPORTS

Do you have a green thumb?
No worries, we can help! Learn

guests and unlimited fun. Options change

Soccer, Swimming, Sport

what it takes to grow and care

tournaments, oh my! Get

for a garden of your own.

daily; campers will be given the choice of

your game face ready for

DRAMA

some fun competition.

what kind of fun they would like to experience.

COOKING

Lights, Camera, Action!
Team up with your friends to put

With the incorporation of STEAM based

Are you ready to embark on

on a trick-filled talent show or

activities, means that each camper will learn

a culinary journey? Make

delightful drama. Learn how to

scrumptious recipes weekly,

create a show on stage and off!

while they play. Every day will be an adventure

take part in a KC Chopped

Acting, performing, dressing up,

competition and find your

directing and recording are all a

that is safe and exciting. Our KC summer

niche in the kitchen! Oh

part of the KC show experience.

yeah, and eat the sweet

campers are about to have some Serious Fun!

treats you make of course!
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